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INTRODUCTIONS 

 Bruce Potter 
  Founder of Ponte Technologies 

  Focus on advanced defensive technologies 
  Founder of The Shmoo Group 

  We run ShmooCon as well as other events 
  Co-author of several books and other stuff 

  802.11 Security 
  Mastering FreeBSD and OpenBSD Security 
  Mac OS X Security 

 Don’t believe anything you hear in Vegas 
  It’s mostly made up for publicity, either personal or 

corporate 
  We’re not formally trained… we shoot from the hip 
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MEANS FOR EXECUTING NETWORK ANALYSIS 
  Quite simply, looking at evidence on or from the network in 

order to determine information regarding any of the following: 
  Security, Availability, Performance, Capabilty ,Integrity 
  … really, any of the “ilities” (yes, performance is an “ility” ) 

  Basically, analysis involves collecting and storing data, 
distilling and stirring the data around, and analyzing the 
results 

  Lots of ways to get evidence from the network 
  SNMP data from routers and switches 
  Raw packet captures 
  Auditing information from existing network infrastructure (IDS, 

Firewalls, VPN gateways 
  Network Flows 

  Each has various advantages and disadvantages 
  Many existing products 
  However, doing “analysis” with these products takes work… and 

do you really have time to do analysis or should you be 
configuring your firewall and fighting other fires in your network? 
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A VIEW OF CURRENT THREAT SPACE 
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General 
Purpose 

Worms, virus, 
kiddies... 

Skilled, Motivated 
Org Crime, Nation 

State 

Written Off 
Or at least basically 

ignored.  Very 
difficult with today’s 

technology. 

“Solved” Problem 
AV, AS, IDS, Firewalls. 
These tools are highly 

automated and geared 
towards compliance. 

Highly Targeted 
Insider Threat 
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General 
Purpose 

Worms, virus, 
kiddies... 

Skilled, Motivated 
Org Crime, Nation 

State 

Written Off 
Or at least basically 

ignored.  Very 
difficult with today’s 

technology. 

“Solved” Problem 
AV, AS, IDS, Firewalls. 
These tools are highly 

automated and geared 
towards compliance. 

??? 
Requires some manual 

work as well as a 
different set of tools 

than is currently 
available.  

Need to make analysts more effective 
Collect, distill, and analyze the data.  Not complicated, and lots of prior art.  

However for the public security product space,  
it might as well be rocket science 

Highly Targeted 
Insider Threat 



A STUDY OF DRIVE-BY’S BY GOOGLE 
 Recent research released by Google provides 

some scary indicators 
  Of 66M random URL’s examined, 3.3M contained “drive-

by” attacks (5%) 
  Websites with drive-by attacks represent ~1% of all URL’s 

returned by Google 
  Malicious data was served by every category of website, 

with adult-oriented sites representing a small fraction 
  Google tested 3 major AV vendors products to determine 

detection rates 
 Vendor A – 75%, Vendor B – 50%, Vendor C – 30% 

  http://www.usenix.org/events/sec08/tech/provos.html  
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The moral: Your users have a good chance of being compromised 
by a random attack.  Targeted attackers can get into any Internet 
connected enterprise with little effort 



THINGS TO LOOK FOR 
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DMZ 

Internet 

Internal LAN 

Data exfil 

Unauthorized 
access 

Brute force Directed 
attacks 



ANY TF2 FANS HERE? 
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THE REAL GOAL FOR NETWORK ANALYSIS 

 Be more effective so you can have more time for 
TF2  
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TYPES OF ANALYSIS 
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TYPES OF SECURITY ANALYSIS TO BE PERFORMED 
- DEPTH FIRST VS. BREADTH FIRST 

  Depth first 
  Depth first security analysis is what forensic analysts usually 

do 
  This type of analysis makes sense when you already know 

what you’re looking for or where you’re going to find it 
  Unfortunately it’s also the type of analysis that many ad hoc 

security analysts end up doing 
  Tools like grep and normal shell scripting foo lead to this type of 

analysis 

  Breadth first 
  Much more useful when you don’t know what you’re looking 

for or where to look 
  The reality for most enterprises 

  Requires more specialized tools to help distill the data first  
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WHAT DO THESE GRAPHS HAVE IN 
COMMON? 
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TYPES OF SECURITY ANALYSIS – TIME 
DOMAIN VS. FREQUENCY DOMAIN 

 Time Domain analysis is common with most 
“enterprise management” tools.   
  Most operators care about what’s going on minute to 

minute and how that compares what happened a 
minute/hour/day/week ago 

  OSS tools like MRTG have made a lot of ppl very happy 
over the years. 

  Unfortunately tools like MRTG have created blinders on 
most operators who end up believing time series 
analysis is THE ONLY analysis 
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WHAT IS THIS GRAPH? 
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Could be anything….  Number of hosts per size of emails?  Per traffic? 
Number of hosts spoken to?  Ratio of inbound vs. outbound traffic? 
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Could be anything….  Number of hosts per size of emails?  Per traffic? 
Number of hosts spoken to?  Ratio of inbound vs. outbound traffic? 

Probably OK 
data… 



WHAT IS THIS GRAPH? 
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Might not be 
“OK” data… 

Need to have 
a closer look. 

Could be anything….  Number of hosts per size of emails?  Per traffic? 
Number of hosts spoken to?  Ratio of inbound vs. outbound traffic? 



FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS 

  Looking at how often an event occurred per a given 
metric (per host, per subnet, per protocol, etc) 
rather than when an event occurred in relation to 
other events 
  Not a complicated concept 
  However, it is a concept geared more toward analysts 

rather than operators. 
  Few tools available today are focused on analyzing 

data; rather the tools are designed to fix a current 
problem and move on. 
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OTHER TYPES OF ANALYSIS 

 Things can get really complicated beyond these 
basics 
  Correlation within a dataset – “how often was traffic with 

>2 ratio of outbound traffic going to Asia on weekends” 
  Correlation across multiple datasets – “How often is a 

small HTTP outbound connection followed by a login 
from the domain controller” 

 These types of analysis get computationally 
expensive 
  But certainly not impossible.  Q1Labs Qradar product 

does a good job of correlating data as it’s coming in.  
NetWitness does an amazing job at it, but it’s really a 
huge product to bring in house. 
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FIREWALL LOG ANALYSIS  
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FIREWALLS, THE LAST FRONTIER 
  We all use proxies, right?  

  At least, we all filter some outbound traffic, right? 

  Outbound denies against your corporate firewall can be 
fantastically interesting 
  Malware / bots could work to find holes in your network, but in 

general most malware is relatively static with regards to how it 
attempts to “phone home” 

  Port 53 from a desktop to a DNS server that’s not yours?   
  *ding ding ding* 

  Port 80 requests to your firewall instead of your proxy 
server? 
  *ding ding ding* 
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FIREWALL LOG ANALYSIS 

 You can just look at your FW logs by hand in their 
native format 
  GUI example – Firewall-1 
  Flatfile example – PF, or exports from major FW’s 

 There are MANY options for ingesting FW logs for 
more advanced analysis 
  SIM products 
  Hybrid-SIM like things (Qradar) 
  Firewall log analysis tools (Eventia Reporter) 

 These tools provide various degrees of correlation 
into broader security events 
  Is this really effective? 
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POOR-MAN’S FIREWALL LOG ANALYSIS 

 There are times you want to dive deeper into the 
data than the UI (or grep/awk/head/less) will let you 
dive 
  But you don’t want to have the overhead of buying/

running a SIM 
 OSS databases to the rescue 

  MySQL is easy, Postgres is better  
 First, load the data into the DB (examples based on 

FW-1) 
  LOAD DATA LOCAL INFILE ‘fwdata.txt' INTO 
TABLE rawlogs FIELDS TERMINTED BY '\" \"' 
LINES TERMINATED BY '\n' (lognumber, 
date… etc)
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ALL KINDS OF INTERESTING QUERIES 

 Grouping and ordering drops against the FW: 
  SELECT DISTINCT srchost, count(srchost) 
AS SUM FROM rawlogs  WHERE action = 
"Drop" GROUP BY srchost ORDER BY srchost

  Sweet frequency domain analysis…. 

 Find HTTP drops from internal addresses 
  SELECT DISTINCT srchost, count(srchost) 
AS SUM FROM rawlogs  WHERE dstport = 
"http" AND dsthost REGEXP "(^192\.168)|
(^10\.)” GROUP BY srchost ORDER BY 
srchost

  Again, an ordered list, allowing you to concentrate on 
your worst offenders 
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MAKING THIS USEFUL 

 You will probably have a LOT of noise if you haven’t 
been dealing with your FW logs much 

 Don’t just “grep –v” the bad data… fix it 
  A few broken systems can generate a LOT of data.  

You’ll find that 1% of your systems make up 25% or 
more of your logs 

 You can load data into your DB every night with 
some magic script-foo if you’re so inclined 

 NOTE: this isn’t a great solution… but it’s a nice 
middle ground between grep and a SIM… which is 
all many of us really need. 
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FLOW BASICS 
Really, really basic… 
Really, really need more clipart… 
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WHAT IS A FLOW? 

 Data regarding a unidirectional flow of information 
through a network 
  Nothing more complicated than that 
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EXAMPLE 
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TCP Port 80 SYN 

Flow1: src:A:36812, dst: B:80,  

Host A Host B 
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TCP Port 80 SYN 

Flow1: src:A:36812, dst: B:80 
Flow2: src:B:80, dst:A:36812  

Host A Host B 

ACK 



EXAMPLE 
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Data 

Flow1: src:A:36812, dst: B:80 (updated) 
Flow2: src:B:80, dst:A:36812 (updated) 

Host A Host B 

Data 



EXAMPLE 
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Flow1: src:A:36812, dst: B:80 (final) 
Flow2: src:B:80, dst:A:36812 (final) 

Collector 

Sensor 

Database 



EXAMPLE 
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Collector / 
analyzer 

Sensor 

Database 

Analyst workstation 

NOTE: The analysis 
capability may be on  
another host 



WHY NETFLOW 
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REASONS TO CARE ABOUT NETWORK FLOWS 

 Great visibility into a network without a ton of 
processor power required on the collection and 
analysis hosts 
  More detail than SNMP 
  Less complicated than full packet dumps 

 Relatively cheap for the routers to export 
 Your network infrastructure is already inline and 

sees all your data 
 Netflow records take up little bandwidth 
 Advanced statistical analysis can undercover policy 

violations, bot nets, malware, etc.. 
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NETFLOW VS FULL PACKET ANALYSIS 
 Advantages: 

  Much easier to process and store (1/10th the storage 
requirements) 

  In places where you care about privacy, personal data 
isn’t revealed 

  Due to lighter processing requirements, advanced 
statistics is much easier 

 Disadvantages: 
  Obviously, having the full packet trace is great when you 

want to find out what actually happened 
  Full data captures are very rich in information allowing 

for much more advanced correlation 
 Products: 

  Netwitness – Super cool if you haven’t seen it 
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NETFLOW VS. IDS 
 Advantages: 

  Get a full record of every transaction on the network, not 
just the “interesting” ones 

  Don’t see the network through the eyes of the IDS 
  Has broader appeal than IDS (network and systems 

folks find flow data interesting 
 Disadvantages: 

  From a security perspective, you’re starting with about 
squat (no real signatures, no filters of interest… just you 
and your network) 

  Lack of deep packet data == sometimes you’re just 
guessing 

 Products 
  The entire IDS space 
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NETFLOW VS. SNMP 

 Advantages: 
  Per protocol, port, etc breakdown 
  Visibility into discrete flows, not just physical device 

information 
 Disadvantages 

  SNMP is more real time 
  SNMP provides other types system information that is 

very useful 
  SNMP is very extensible and has broad support 

 Products 
  Every network management tool ever made 
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NBA / NBAD 
  Network Behavior Analysis (NBA) 
  Network Behavior Anomaly Detection (NBAD) 
  New buzzwords for ideas that have been floating around 

for a while in different products 
  Determine what is normal and not normal behavior in your 

network 
  When you see something not normal, alert/report on it 

  Many NBAD systems are based either on full packet 
capture or netflow 
  Then use statistics, signatures, heuristics, etc to figure out 

what’s really going on 
  May pull in other data feeds as well 

  AD-based DHCP is very useful.  Lets you know who was 
associated with what IP address when  
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REALITY SETS IN 

  If you DO have time to look at NetFlow data all day, 
you’re WAY better off than most 

 Reason #1 to deploy a NetFlow collector? 
  Have a semi-complete record of all traffic on your 

network 
  When a box gets 0wned, or someone gets stupid, or 

things just aren’t working right, NetFlow can get you 
man answers without having to work very hard 

  Less work == More TF2 
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SENSORS 
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WHEN IS A FLOW RECORD GENERATED? 
  Four different situations cause a flow record to be 

generated (general rules of thumb here, NOT set in 
stone!) 
  A flow terminates normally 

  Ie: a TCP session has a packet with the FIN bit set 
  Only works for session based protocols 

  The monitoring device does not see a packet in MAXIDLE 
time 
  Basically, if some period of time goes by (think 1-2 minutes) where 

no packets are seen, the router will free up memory by flushing the 
flow and presuming it dead 

  Low values may give false positives but keep the memory footprint 
small.  High values give better data but can make for HUGE mem 
requirements 

  Full Cache – The router is getting pushed too hard 
  The monitoring device sees active data for more than 

MAXACTIVE time 
  There are times when a session might run for a LONG time.   
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DOING REAL TIME TRAFFIC ANALYSIS 
  If you do want to use NetFlow to monitor bandwidth, 

then you’ll have to futz with the timers 
  Terminating flow accounting on a flow that’s reached 

MAXACTIVE does not mean the flow is done 
  Your collector should be able to put the pieces back together 

  Either based on heuristics or on TCP flags (if it’s TCP based) 
  Example – Set the active timer on your router to 1 minute 

  Certainly, this prematurely terminate the accounting record and 
generate multiple flows 

  Your collector may have MAXACTIVE set to 6 hours.  Many few 
flows will be terminated incorrectly and most flows will be 
reconstructed by the collection engine 

  This gives you 1 minute resolution on traffic 
  Not good enough?  Do port monitoring on your switches and 

graph that  
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CONFIGURING THE SENSORS 
  If you’re going to use your existing infrastructure, be 

sure make to verify the router has enough oompf left 
  Google the configs.  I’ll spare you the details 

  Building one with OSS like Softflowd (
http://www.mindrot.org/projects/softflowd/)? You’ll need a box 
or two… 
  You want reliable boxes.  It should be noted that these boxes 

will be inline with your network.  So they should be as reliable 
as an ethernet cable 

  Needs to be able to handle the flow generation software 
without much hassle 
  Not really too hard.  You can easily push wirespeed 100Mb/s on a 

1GHz processor with an Linux distro.   
  Need a fair bit of memory (1GB should do fine, might get away 

with 512MB). 
  Disk is not an issue because the sensor won’t be storing the data 

  Buy fail open (fail closed?) Ethernet cards that will turn into a 
cable upon crash or power failure. 
  Not cheap… like $200-$500 each 
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COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS 
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SCOPING A COLLECTION MACHINE 
  You can do it on the sorta 

cheap if you want 
  Box 1 - Quad core, 

3GB RAM, 500GB 
disk.  $750

  Box 2 - Quad core, 2 
GB RAM, 400GB disk.  
$550

  Extras - 3GB 
RAM($60), 2x500GB 
disk for RAID0 ($240)

  $1500 == 2 super 
computers under my 
desk 
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BUILDING A COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS HOST 
  Analysis of flows can be very intensive 

  Data tends to get stirred on the way in, and that takes CPU 
and disk 

  The queries by the user can get pretty whacky, and that takes 
CPU, disk, AND memory 

  As a point of reference, a 2000 host organization will 
generate about 10M flows in a day.   
  That’s about 5k flows per host/day.  A decent rule of thumb 
  ShmooCon had about 2M flows in a day and a half on about 

150 machines 
  Lots of OSS options out there 

  NFSen, NetSA from CMU, Ntop, and Psyche to name a few 
  Lots of commercial options as well 

  Q1Labs, Lancope, Arbor to name a few 
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WHY BUILD A NEW NETFLOW TOOL? 
  Just to be clear, there are existing solutions 

  NetFlow analysis has been done for years in lots of places 
  There is a HUGE gap between the commercial 

capabilities and the OSS capabilities.  The OSS options 
take two forms 
  MRTG-like but with NetFlow rather than SNMP 

  NFSen and Ntop fall in to this category 
  Groovy cool building blocks from which you can create neat, 

highly specialized solutions 
  NetSA 

  If you need something that out of the box provides 
strong analytic, reporting, and tuning capability, you’re 
looking at buying a commercial solution 
  We’re hoping to change that with Psyche 
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INSTALLING PSYCHE 

 Pretty easy.  Download from 
http://psyche.pontetec.com/ and follow the 
directions 
  W0000000t.  New version was cut yesterday.  Will be on 

the site tomorrow. 
 DB == postgres.  It’s different than MySQL, but 

doesn’t have the strange license issues. 
  Also TOTALLY different commands and interface.  

Learn it and love it. 
 Primary testing is done against softflowd, but 

should work with any sensor 
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STATUS 
  Collection 

  Wrote our own v5 parser (yikes) 
  Inserts directly into the DB 
  Multiple threads per sensor… so far we can handle 10-15k flows/

minute (24M/day).  We can probably push that quite a bit farther 
  Analysis 

  Individual threads kick off stored procedures in the DB to perform 
analysis and distillation of data in advance of specific queries 
  We’ve found the native DB funcationality is quicker than pulling it out of the 

DB and doing it in user space 
  CMU tools are doing EXACTLY the opposite 

  The database is highly NOT relational 
  We’re sucking up a lot of disk to spare CPU cycles when queries 

are made 
  Waiting for queries SUCKS 

  UI 
  Web based (shocker), all AJAX-y (page loads suck) 
  TurboGears with flotr for graphing 
  Basic security controls and filtering. I’m sure it’s not perfect 
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A FEW THINGS WE LEARNED 
  Multi-core is good 

  Queries won’t use multiple cores, but at least they’re isolated 
  2 works OK.  4 is great b/c the collection activities almost 

always have a full core to play with 
  Linux speed limits CPU’s to save power 

  But pushing one core to 100% doesn’t necessarily cause the 
CPU to scale up (it depends on the OS and the running 
config) 

  /sys/devices/system/cpu* has files that control the speed.  
Hard set them to full throttle (only need to do it on one core 
per die as the rest will go with it) 

  Software RAID takes CPU overhead, but is way faster 
than the crappy HW RAID in most SATA chips 
  With 4 cores, it doesn’t matter 
  Full throttle on the RAID set =~ 25% on a single 2.4GHz core 

  RAID 0 is your friend 
  RAID 0 on SATA is crazy fast 
  Can’t boot from a RAID0 / 
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FINDING BAD STUFF 
actually makes you look good 
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WHAT EXACTLY ARE YOU LOOKING FOR? 

 As much fun as it is to just dig through the data, you 
tend to have a purpose for looking through it 
  The purpose of your analysis will drive the mans of your 

analysis 
 Bots / malware 
 Data exfiltration 
 Policy violations 
 Performance / utilization 
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SOME HINTS 
Finding Bots 
  Look for traffic on 

standard bot/malware 
ports 
  TCP/UDP 53 
  6666, 6667 (IRC) 

  Hard to find port 80 bots, 
but not impossible 
  Look for large # of 

connections with little 
bandwidth used 

  Examine destination 
address… might want to 
look for data going to 
places you don’t trust 
  Use the Registries, Luke 
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Data Exfil 
  Heavy outbound vs 

inbound data 
  2:1 is a pretty good ratio 

to weed out the noise 
  In many non-academic 

environments, that’s 
sufficient… 

  May need to rule out mail 
hosts and VPN gateways 

  They tend to be big 
outbound talkers 

  Ex: 2000 hosts, might 
see 20 flows a day that 
hit this ratio 



MORE HINTS 
Policy Violations 
  Known bad patterns 

  Hard to track P2P/VOIP 
traffic – Best to look for lots 
of src ports talking to lots of 
dst ports 

  Have to get a good “eye” for 
what’s in your policy and how 
it manifests itself in your 
traffic 

  Top talkers 
  GB of data a day, ever day 

starts to seem fishy 
  Where are your sensors? 

  If it’s just on the WAN links, 
you’ll miss internal 
violations… be sure you 
know where your data is 
coming from 
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Performance / Utilization 
  Check out low speed links 

and inter-router 
connections 
  Obviously, look for pipes 

near capacity 
  Get an understanding of 

the types of data on the 
links and monitor the 
different types over time 

  Top talkers 
  Figure out who and why 

  High packet count / low 
packet sizes can indicate 
latency sensitive protocols 
  Talk to users about their 

experiences 



MOST SLIDES EVER 
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LASTLY, A PLUG 

 No, I don’t get paid for this 
 Good NetFlow analysis takes good visualization 
 This is not something to be entered into lightly… 

there’s a lot of science and theory behind data 
visualization 
  Unfortunately it’s hard to bring analysis and visualization 

concepts to the lay person in a reasonable amount of 
time 
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EDWARD TUFTE 
  Probably best know for his slagging on PPT 

  Created the Gettysburg Address as a PPT… amusing 
  Published a series of books on data representation and 

visualization 
  Visual Explanations 
  Envisioning Information 
  The Visual Display of Quantitative Information 
  Beautiful Evidence 

  Teaches 1 day classes around the country on data 
representation and visualization.   
  Again, I’m not paid for any of this, but I seriously recommend 

you go if you can 
  http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/ 

  It’s darn near a religious experience for some 
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PARTING THOUGHTS 

 We’re really just scratching the surface here 
  There are more tools, more views, more data to look at 
  For more tools, take a look at 

http://www.networkuptime.com/tools/netflow/ 
  Really, all of these tools have the most relevance on 

your own network 
  You won’t believe the number of “ah-ha” moments you’ll have 

using NetFlow tools 
  You really don’t need a huge box to use the RRD-based 

tools 
  Take a spare system off the rack and  fire up NFSen.  

Shouldn’t take more than an afternoon to configure 
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SHMOOCON 2009 

 Dates: Feb 6-8, 2009 
  Location: Wardman Park Marriott (same place) 
 New stuff: You’ll have to wait and see 
 CFP – Opens Sept 1 
 Ticket Sales (MARK YOUR CALENDAR) 

  Nov 1 - Noon 
  Dec 1 – Noon  
  Jan 1- Noon 
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SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL CONS 

 PhreakNIC – Nashville, October 
 NotaCon – Cleveland (rocks), April 
  Layer One – LA, May 
 ToorCon Seattle, ToorCon CA 
 ChicagoCon 
 SecTor – Toronto 
  Lots of others… they’re all different.  Find your local 

one and check it out. 
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CONTACT INFO  
Bruce Potter 
bpotter@pontetec.com 
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